
Wendy Fay

This has been my local pharmacy for the past 
18 months or so, and I'm actually quite shocked 
by some of the reviews. Which is why I'm 
reviewing now. I can't say I've ever had 'bad' 
service here. They've always been helpful and 
polite, NEVER have I experienced anything even 
remotely resembling what some have 
described. Either I'm lucky or I may just get 
what I give. Patience, respect, appreciation and 
manners almost always get you the same in 
return. In my experience. Thanks guys.

Read on Google
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jungin lee

The staff and the pharmacist manager were so 
helpfull today. He gave me very valuable advice 
regarding my daughter’s asthma control with 
full of smile. I truly appreciate his help. Thank 
you.

Read on Google

Jacinda McClelland

Always use this pharmacy it's my go to chemist 
nearly always open except 3 days a year

Read on Google

Tracy Dobson

They are a great bunch of people very helpful.

Read on Google

Peter Bennett

Had a problem with a Aspen Pharmaceutical 
product purchased from Star Pharmacy.
MEDLO the pharmacist went out of his way to 
help me solve the problem. THANKS Medlo.
PeterB

Read on Google

marilyn safwat

The staff was super helpful and despite they 
run out what I was asking for they called 
another pharmacy to book it for me.

I'm really impressed from their customer 
service and the way they are trying to help their 
customers.

Thanks for the good job guys.

Read on Google

Wendy Andison

Always a pleasure to visit this chemist
Have nothing Bad to say
Always respected

Read on Google

Jasmine Chantrill

They offer a great reminder serivce for busy 
lives

Read on Google
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